Jeep 4.0 valve cover gasket
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scrapper to clean off all the old silicone and gasket material. Once you have the valve cover
scrapped clean, time to do the head. Make sure you scrap towards the outer edge of the head,
so none of the old gasket or silicone falls into the motor. Now take a clean rag and wipe down
the valve cover with brake cleaner. Once you think you have it clean, wipe it down one more
time. Then clean the mounting surface on the head too. Again once you think it cleans, wipe it
down again. As with mant things, surface prep is the key. Take the valve cover gasket out of the
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silicone, I smear it with my finger to make sure the entire gasket it covered. Then set the valve
cover gasket on the valve cover. Now it's time to silicone the other side. If this was a
performance car that the valve covers came off reguarly for valve adjustments, I'd recommend
just silicone the gasket to the valve cover, but not to the head. However this is my Jeep and I
don't plan on having the valve cover off again anytime soon, so I'm siliconing the bottom too.
Time to the valve cover back on. Carefully set the valve cover back on. Once you have it in

place, start the center bolts first. Start with the passenger side center bolt. Then do the driver
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way to the front and rear of the valve cover. This is a valve cover there is no need for it to be
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have leaks. Once you have all the bolts in, keep working your way around the valve cover, you
want the bolts tight to snug, I can't stress this enough these aren't lug nuts, they they don't
need to be super tight. You'll notice you need to work your way around the valve cover several
times for the bolts to be tight. The goal is to try and tigthen the bolts all to the same point, so it
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your engine and provide access to your valves and rocker arms when needed. They are sealed
with a gasket against the cylinder head. Gaskets can fail over time, and you may notice oil
leaking oil from or around your valve covers. When oil leaks from the valves covers, it will

usually land on a hot part of the engine, like the exhaust manifold, and cause a burning oil
smell. Oil may also leak onto your spark plugs, causing issues with ignition. The grime buildup
on your engine could even pose a fire hazard under your hood. O'Reilly Auto Parts carries
gaskets for most parts of your engine, including valve cover gaskets. Visit us to find the right
valve cover gasket set for your repair. Skip to content. Filter By. Gasket Ultra Seal 1 Mr. Valve
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torque-generating engine primarily is what a Jeep can boast to customers. The level of its
strength basically tends to become the basis of its sophistication, and the quality of its
performance defines the capacity of its DaimlerChrysler in innovating auto machines. To be
able to reach the desired power, the Jeep engine needs equally high-performing auto
performance systems to work with, featuring reliable parts even down the simplest and smallest
ones. They include Jeep valve springs, lifters and Jeep valve covers. Jeep valve cover is
basically a long metal, composite or plastic lid that you see on top of the cylinder head,
particularly covering the valves. It's an adjustable cover that can be detached from the cylinder
head if valve adjustment is necessary. More than merely covering the valves, it's also
responsible of keeping the oil within the valve train in order to lubricate the rocker arms. The
pushrods of the valve train is pumping the oil inside, subsequently dispersing the lubricant
underneath the valve covers. If the Jeep valve covers don't have the capacity to stand the
pressure inside the valve train, the lubricant is most likely to leak. There are several valves in
the engine head that valve covers take responsibility. If substandard Jeep valve covers are
being utilized with the machine, the usual headache is the need of frequent replacement of the
product. This could actually cost owners much because of a number of valves in the engine
head. Aside from that, the valve train could get drained of oil, risking the rocker arm for stiff
performance and worse engine failure. And so, en sure regular check up or bring the Jeep to
expert machinists if necessary. Valve covers easily break or blow if too much pressure because
of the fact that they are often made of thin sheet metals. But then at present Jeep valve covers
come in more durable plastic, composite and thermoplastic materials, just like all other valve
covers for other vehicles. And for a stylish result, they can be dressed with chrome, billet
aluminum, and or carbon fiber accents. Most problems with this component are associated with
a gasket leak, which seems to be prevalent in Jeep 4. Valve covers are available in different
materials, including aluminum, plastic, cast aluminum, and steel. Originally meant to
manufacture general-purpose transportation vehicles during World War III, Jeep is known today
as the company that produces SUVs with powerful off-road capabilities. It has been a part of
Chrysler since , along with Dodge and Ram. However, even durable vehicles like those
produced by Jeep will experience problems over time, since car parts are simply not meant to
last forever. Jeep sources its parts from Mopar, the original equipment manufacturer of Chrysler
that also supplies components for its other brands. Since , Mopar has become synonymous to
cars designed and produced by Chrysler. It also offers an extensive list of repair parts and
high-performance upgrades. There are a number of possible reasons behind a damaged Jeep
valve cover, including cracks on the surface, corrosion, misalignment, and a missing bolt or
screw. However, most problems with this component are actually associated with a gasket leak.
This issue seems to be prevalent in the well-loved Jeep 4. Many of the complaints posted on
vehicle forums regarding valve cover gasket leaks are from owners of Jeep models equipped
with a Jeep 4. If your vehicle has this engine, be sure to watch out for the following symptoms
of a Jeep 4. Leaked oil attracts dirt and debris, causing sludge to build up on the valve cover
and cylinder head. This occurs when oil seeps out of the engine and leaks into the cylinder
head, fuel intake, or exhaust manifolds. Since these components are extremely hot, they will
burn the excess oil and produce a burnt odor. This problem occurs when oil leaks into the spark
plugs and saturates them. The oil prevents the spark plugs from functioning properly, resulting
in engine misfires and poor engine performance. The difference between these two types of
auto part is their manufacturer. The fit and function of these two are basically the same.
However, OEM parts often come with a higher price tag. If you want a cost-effective option that
still performs efficiently, then an OE replacement valve cover is your best bet. This price may
cover the valve cover gasket replacement cost since most of the units already come with this
component, along with other accessories and hardware. You will find your Jeep valve cover
bolted on to your engine's cylinder head. The Jeep valve cover is part of a system called the
valve train, which consists of valve springs, rocker arms, push rods, lifters, and cams. These
parts are protected by the Jeep valve cover, which forms a tight seal using a valve cover gasket
to protect your valve train from leaks. Surprisingly enough, the Jeep valve cover is a
customizable part that is available in many different materials, including chrome, billet, carbon

fiber, and aluminum. Jeep valve covers are adjustable and made to be easily removed and
refastened in order to suit the valve train. One of the most common sources of oil leaks in
engines is along the Jeep valve cover. This may be due to the gasket, or it may result from
damage to the Jeep valve cover itself. If your Jeep valve cover is bent or dented, or it has been
screwed on too tightly, oil can leak through. When you notice oil leaks around your Jeep valve
cover, pick up a replacement from our extensive online catalogue. You will find a variety of Jeep
valve covers that are made to suit your vehicle's make and model. Choose one of our
convenient ordering options to have your new Jeep valve cover shipped right to your door:
either via our secure online server, or by calling our toll-free customer service number. We've
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